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Abstract
In this paper we show that every one-dimensional partial n-point set in higher dimensions contains
arcs. This answers a question posed by Dijkstra and van Mill.
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1. Introduction
Let n be a natural number. A planar set is called an n-point set (respectively a partial
n-point set) if it meets each line in exactly (respectively at most) n points.
Mazurkiewicz [12] proved that two-points sets exist, and the same argument works
for the existence of n-point sets, for every n  2. Kulesza [10] proved that a two-point
set is zero-dimensional (an easier proof of this fact can be found in the paper of Fedeli,
Gruenhage and Le Donne [8]).
The definition of n-point set can also be given for subsets of Rk for k  2 using the
hyperplanes instead of the lines.
The question, which is answered affirmatively in this paper, whether one-dimensional
partial n-point sets in higher dimensions contains arcs, was originally posed by Dijkstra
and van Mill in [7]. The planar version of that question can be found in [1].
After having completed this paper, I have been informed of the existence of a paper by
Fearnley and Lamoreaux [9] in which it is proved the special case that three-point sets are
zero-dimensional. About n-point set see also [2,4–6].
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2. The main lemma
A topogical space is rim-finite if there exists a base for the topology that consists of sets
having finite boundaries. Clearly every subspace of an n-point set is rim-finite.
Observe that a space X is zero-dimensional if and only if it is rim-finite and totally
disconnected. In fact it is enough to show that a totally disconnected rim-finite space X is
zero-dimensional. (If V is a neighborhood of p in X, take U neighborhood of p, U ⊂ V ,
with finite boundary frX(U)= {p1, . . . , pn}. For each i  n choose Ai clopen subset of X
such that p ∈Ai, pi /∈Ai . Then A=⋂i Ai ∩U is a clopen subset with p ∈A⊂ V .)
Now let R be the real line and let Z be a topological space.
Lemma. There is no X⊂ R×Z such that
(a) There is an integer n such that {t} ×Z meets X in at most n points, for each t ∈R;
(b) X is rim-finite;
(c) X does not contains arcs;
(d) X is not zero-dimensional.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on
nX = sup
t∈R
∣∣X ∩ ({t} ×Z)∣∣.
Clearly if nX = 0 the lemma is true.
Suppose, ab absurdo, that X ⊂R×Z satisfies the four properties listed above, but there
is no Y ⊂X satisfying these properties, with nY < nX .
Since X is rim-finite and not zero-dimensional, we can fix a point p ∈X such that
F =
⋂
{A⊂X: JA clopen of X, p ∈A}
is not reduced to a point.
We will reach a contradiction if we show that F is an arc.
Note that every subset of X satisfies properties (a), (b), (d), and that a clopen subset
containing F satisfies also property (d). ✷
Fact 1. F is a function, i.e., each {a} ×Z meets F in at most one point.
Proof. Suppose that {a} ×Z meets F in k points with k  2, for some a ∈R.
Without loss of generality we can suppose that {a} × Z meets X only in the points
p1, . . . , pk of F (in fact, since ({a} × Z) ∩ X is finite, there is a clopen subset A of
X, JF ⊂ A, with this property; since A has also the four properties of the lemma, we
can replace X with A); hence X ∩ ({a} ×Z)= F ∩ ({a} ×Z)= {p1, . . . , pk}.
For each i  k choose a closed neighborhood Vi of pi in X such that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ if
i 
= j , and frX(Vi)∩X is finite.
Since frX(Vi) ∩ ({a} × Z) = ∅, for each i , we can choose some ε > 0 such that
([a − ε, a + ε] ×Z)∩ frX(Vi)= ∅ for each i .
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Now set:
a1 = a − ε, a2 = a + ε,
X1i =
([a1, a] ×Z
)∩ Vi, X2i =
([a, a2] ×Z
)∩ Vi,
Smi =
({am} ×Z
)∩ Vi with m ∈ {1,2}.
Note that frX(Xmi )⊂ {pi} ∪ Smi , for each i , for each m ∈ {1,2}.
It is not possible that there is i such that pi is separated from Smi in X
m
i , i.e., there is a
clopen subset Am of Xmi with pi ∈Am and Am∩Smi = ∅, for m= 1 and m= 2, because, in
this case, A=A1∪A2 is a clopen subset of X which separate pi from each pj , with j 
= i .
Then there is φ: {1,2, . . . , k}→ {1,2} such that Sφ(i)i is not separated from Pi in Xφ(i)i .
Fact 1.1. There are i, j  k, with i 
= j , such that each {t} ×Z with t between aφ(i) and a
meets Xφ(i)j .
Proof. If φ is not injective (and this is the case when k  3) there are i, j  k, i 
= j with
φ(i)= φ(j)=m.
Hence Pi (respectively Pj ) cannot be separated from Smi (respectively Smj ) in Xmi
(respectively Xmj ), and so each {t} ×Z with t between aφ(i) and a meets Xφ(i)j .
If k = 2 and φ is injective, we can suppose φ(1)= 2, φ(2)= 1.
Suppose, ab absurdo, that there is t1 with a1 < t1 < a (respectively there is t2 with
a < t2 < a2) such that the {t1} ×Z (respectively {t2} ×Z) does not meet X11 (respectively
X22), then
(
X ∩ ([a,+∞)×Z))∪ (X11 ∩
([t1, a] ×Z
)) \ (X22 ∩
([a, t2] ×Z
))
is a clopen subset of X which contains P1 but not P2. ✷
Now put Y = Xφ(i)i . Since Sφ(i)i is finite and since Pi cannot be separated from Sφ(i)i
in Y , Y is not totally disconnected; since each {t} × Z which meets Y meets also Xφ(i)j
which is disjoint from Y , then nY < nX . So Y satisfies the four properties of lemma and
we have a contradiction. ✷
Hence F is a function. Call, as usual, dom(F ) = {t ∈ R: there is z ∈ Z such that
(t, z) ∈ F }.
Fact 2. dom(F ) is an interval of R.
Proof. Suppose a < c < b with a, b ∈ dom(F ), c /∈ dom(F ).
As before, we can assume that {c} ×Z does not meet X. Hence X ∩ ([c,+∞)×Z) is
a clopen subset of X which contains (b,F (b)) but not (a,F (a)). ✷
Fact 3. F is continuous.
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Proof. Suppose that a ∈ dom(F ) be a point in which F is not continuous.
Hence there is a neighborhood U of F(a) in Z such that for each δ > 0 there is
t ∈ [a − δ, a + δ] ∩ dom(F ), such that F(t) /∈U .
As before, we may assume that (a,F (a)) is the unique point of X ∩ ({a} ×Z).
Fix a neighborhood V of (a,F (a)) in X, V ⊂R ×U , with frX(V ) finite.
Fix δ > 0 such that [a− δ, a+ δ]×Z does not contain any point of frX(V ), and choose
some t ∈ [a − δ, a + δ] ∩ dom(F ), such that F(t) /∈ U .
Again we may assume that the plane {t} ×Z does not contain any point of X \ F .
Since F(t) /∈ U we have that, if t < a,
(
X ∩ ([a,+∞)×Z))∪ (V ∩ ([t, a] ×Z))
is a clopen subset of X which contains (a,F (a)) but not (t,F (t)). Analogously if t > a.
Contradiction. ✷
Theorem. Every one-dimensional partial n-point set contains arcs.
Since in [3] it is proved that every planar three-point sets cannot contain arcs, we have:
Corollary 1. Every planar three-point set is zero-dimensional.
Lemma 2 [11]. No n-point set of Rn contains arcs.
Since there is no three point set of Rn with n > 3, we have:
Corollary 3 [9]. Every three-point set is zero-dimensional.
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